
We will...We will...
solve problems now and forever

We will...We will...
coach your organisation in solving future
problems

We will...We will...
demystify the problem solving process

We will...We will...
avoid unnecessary use of complex techniques
and confusing jargon

Problem
Busters

ProblemProblem
BustersBustersBusters

Why...Why...
does this problem keep coming back to
haunt us?

Why...Why...
don't we ever get around to dealing with
this problem?

Why...Why...
doesn't anyone take ownership of this
problem?

Why...Why...
can't we ever agree on what causes our
problems?

Sound Familiar? 
Need help to:

Sound Familiar? 
Need help to:

� Get to the heart of a problem

� Harness the power of existing
 knowledge in the organisation

� Learn problem solving on real life
 problems

� Provide your change strategy with
 a practical implementation 'engine'
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34 Loch Avenue, Ballarat VIC 3350

Tel. 03 5331 3650 Fax. 03 5331 6752

robert@robertjre.com.au
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GuaranteeGuaranteeOurOurOur

MONEY BACK IFMONEY BACK IF

NOT SATISFIED

90%90% of problems and
opportunities for
improvement in

organisations are
already known

10%10% of solutions to 
problems may not be 

known and may require
more sophisticated 

techniques



SIMPLE

TEAMWORK BASED 

COST EFFECTIVE 

TIME EFFICIENT 

YOUR PROPERTY RATHER

THAN THE CONSULTANTS

PROPERTY

reduced the registration

time for a new drug by months

increased margins for a

national wholesaler

solved forever the top five

customer complaints for a

new model car

eliminated unsightly cracks

in a confectionery product

world wide

abolished the major cause

of defects in a flagship

automotive product

Paul Carey and Robert Re have 

between them fifty years of experience

and expertise in this field and they can

help you uncover the known and

unknown soloutions to your problems

Sixten hours of your valuable time is all

that is needed to solve regular problems

and coach taks force members in

techniques which are retained when

constantly practiced

However more complex problems

requiring data gathering and analysis

will take longer

A four hour follow up for the same

agreed fee

Process is integrated into change or

continual improvement programs

ProblemProblem
BustersBustersBusters

PROBLEMPROBLEMPROBLEM SolutionSolutionSolution successsuccesssuccess

you need something which 

unlocks the organisation's

often ignored and hidden 

knowledge yet is:

you need something which 

unlocks the organisation's

often ignored and hidden 

knowledge yet is:

This proven process has:This proven process has:




